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Dunsden’s economy was long based on mixed farming, complemented by woodland 

exploitation, milling, and small-scale craft production including brick-making. By the later 

16th century and the 17th there were a few substantial farmers whose larger-scale, 

commercially focused approach generated disputes over common rights. Piecemeal 

enclosure was completed by Act of Parliament in the early 19th century, by which time 

farming was dominated by a few major tenants, although from the mid 20th century much 

land was taken in hand by the landowning Phillimore family. For a period in the 19th century 

the riverside part of the parish was a leading centre for the production and retailing of willow 

rods, while in the 20th much of the low-lying land near Sonning Eye and Playhatch was 

destroyed by large-scale gravel extraction. 

 

The Agricultural Landscape 

 

As with many of its neighbours, Eye and Dunsden’s farming landscape comprised belts of 

riverside meadows, open fields, enclosures, woodland, and commons.1 The best farmland 

was a tract of gravelly loam on rising ground not far from the river, adjoining rich low-lying 

grassland that was liable to flood.2 Early open fields included Eye field (north-east of 

Sonning Eye), Mabdean and Penny field (both south-west of Sonning Eye), and West, Dean 

and Down fields (respectively west, north-west and north-east of Playhatch).3 Fences 

separating the fields from those of neighbouring Caversham were mentioned in 1704,4 and 

by the early 19th century the fields were protected from river floods by an embankment 

south of Sonning Eye, and by several substantial drains which were probably of much earlier 

origin.5 Surrounding groves and thickets (included ‘Eye grove’) were mentioned in the 13th 

and 14th centuries.6 Further north were numerous early enclosures and woodland, including 

the ‘north wood’ (probably the later Bishops Wood) mentioned in 1322.7 Medieval assarting 

                                                           
1
 Cartulary of Missenden Abbey, ed. J.G. Jenkins, III (Bucks. Rec. Soc. 10, 1955 for 1946), no. 698; 
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is suggested by mention of purprestures8 and by the names of closes such as ‘Grove field’ 

and ‘Oak field’, both of which retained pockets of woodland in 1606.9  

            

Commons totalling c.270 a. were listed in the early 17th century. The Marsh (60 a.), the 

Moor (15 a.), Playtrowe (4 a.), and Eye green (26 a.) all lay in the south, while further north 

were Dunsden green (15 a.), Eye and Dunsden’s share of Binfield heath (30 a.), and, in the 

far north-west, ‘le felling’ in Bishops Wood (120 a.),10 apparently a part of the wood open to 
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commoners after coppices had been cut.11 ‘The down’, presumably in or near Down field, 

was part arable in 1575, but included areas of bracken gathered by tenants after the 

harvest.12 Sonning common was first mentioned by name in the early 17th century,13 its 

name and location suggesting early Chiltern grazing rights attached to the large Sonning 

estate. Possibly it was the 44-a. ‘great common’ mentioned a few decades earlier,14 although 

in 1820 Sonning common measured c.200 a. in all.15 All of the township’s common fields, 

meadows, and pastures were enclosed that year under an award covering Sonning parish 

as a whole: at that date they covered 1,062 a., or one third of the township.16  

 

Medieval Agriculture 

 

In 1086 Dunsden manor was worth £15 (the same as before the Conquest despite a 

reduced hidation), and had 22 ploughs on land for 20, suggesting intensive and expanding 

arable production. Most farmland was occupied by the manor’s 58 tenants, who together ran 

20 ploughs compared with just two ploughs on the demesne, which had a single slave. 

Meadow and woodland were extensive, the former estimated at 50 a., and the latter 

(probably mostly in the north) at a league and four furlongs by half a league.17 Little is known 

of 12th- or 13th-century farming, although cereal production is reflected in mention of a 

tenant’s barn in 1278,18 while bynames included shepherd, forester, and warrener.19 The 

demesne included meadowland held separately from the main lot meadow,20 but overall 

much land remained in tenant hands. The later leasehold Bishopsland farm may have 

originated before the Black Death as a block of assarted wood-pasture, comparable to 

‘Bardolf’s lands’ in Mapledurham.21  

 Free tenants (some of them quite substantial) are recorded from the late 12th 

century,22 and by 1322 Sonning Eye included 25 free (or socage) holdings of greatly varying 

size, amongst them a hide, a carucate, and ½ to 2½ yardlands, while others included several 
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 Below, this section (c.1530–1800).  
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 Pearson, Memorials of Sonning, 161; Law, Eye & Dunsden, 8. 
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 Williams and Martin, Domesday Book, 425. 
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 Cat. Anct. Deeds, III, D 1271. 
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 Wilts. and Swindon Archives, D1/1/5 (1322). 
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 Cat. Ancient Deeds, III, D. 313; OHC, E115/D/1. 
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 Below, Mapledurham, econ. hist. 
22

 Below, social hist. 
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small pieces of land and small groves.23 Fifty-two villein holdings amounted to perhaps 760 

a. in all, comprising 36½ yardlands (one of them defined as containing 12 a.), 3½ hides (i.e. 

14 yardlands), and at least a further 150 acres. The villein holdings in Eye comprised 7 half-

hides, 14 yardlands and a number of less standard holdings, the largest of which was a half 

yardland and 55 a. held by John de la Rodich. Those apparently in Dunsden totalled 13 

yardlands and 9 half-yardlands. Of the c.49 free and villein tenants recorded in all in 1322, a 

number had several holdings; all paid money rents, and the unfree additionally owed light 

seasonal services, while free tenants were excused payments for agistment and pannage. 

Some land was retained in demesne in 1363, when tenants were fined for trespasses in the 

lord’s arable, meadow, and pasture with their sheep, cattle, horses, and pigs.24 Flooding 

periodically prevented demesne grassland from being let to tenants.25  

 By the early 15th century some land (including parts of Eye field) was being enclosed 

and leased, though as the number of tenants remained the same as in 1322 there was 

apparently little consolidation of tenant land.26 A late-medieval emphasis on grazing is 

suggested by Humphrey Elmes’ enclosure in 1516 of 80 a. arable and its conversion to 

pasture, resulting in the loss of a plough and of a homestead accommodating six people.27 

By then some larger leasehold farms were also emerging, notably Hampstead, Eye, and 

Bishops Barn (or Bishopsland) farms, all three of them presumably comprising former 

demesne. The last two were leased together to Henry Samborne in 1528, for 21 years at £7 

and £4 respectively.28  

 

Farms and Farming c.1530–1800 

 

Sixteenth- and 17th-century farming was based around a handful of larger farms (c.150–350 

a.), numerous small copyholds, and some freeholdings.29 The large farms and those 

copyholds in the north were mostly enclosed, but many other holdings included strips in the 

still substantial open fields.30 Amongst leading farmers, the Sambornes’ success was 

reflected in the building of a substantial five-bay barn at Bishopsland date-marked 1576,31 

while in 1675 William Steer leased the substantial Hampstead farm for £120 a year, his 

growing crops alone being worth £290.32 More typical, however, were small copyhold farms 
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 Wilts. and Swindon Archives, D1/1/5, ff. 151–154v. 
24

 Pearson, Memorials of Sonning, 181; and see below, social hist. 
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 Ibid. 
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 Wilts. and Swindon Archives, D1/1/5, ff. 151–154v. 
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 I.S. Leadam (ed.), Domesday of Inclosures 1517–1518 (1897), I, 381–2.  
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 Cal. Pat. 1587–8, 81; Pearson, Memorials of Sonning, 162, 181. 
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 e.g. TNA, E 178/3069 (1574 survey). 
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 Berks. RO, D/EE/M7; TNA, LR 2/199. 
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 Gibson, ‘Bishopslands Farm’: date-mark ‘H 1576 S’.  
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 Wilts. and Swindon Archives, P5/1675/43. For a map of the farm, D/EE/P1 (1763). 
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of one or two yardlands.33 In 1606 some 41 Crown tenants held c.920 a. between them, of 

whom five (including four cottagers) held less than 1 a., three held 1–10 a., and fifteen 11–

20 a., while nine had 21–30 a., four 31–40 a., and five over 41 acres.34 The largest 

copyholder was William Soundy, whose yardlands called ‘Raddiches’ (presumably Reddish 

farm) and ‘Crouchers’ covered 77 a., held mainly in closes in the north of the parish. Such 

tenants farmed on a small scale – in 1622 the profit from one yeoman’s copyhold was only 

c.£30 a year35 – but they enjoyed secure lifehold tenure and low rents, even though the latter 

were increased in the early 17th century.36 

 Arable-based mixed farming predominated, with Reading and Henley the chief 

markets as they had presumably been earlier.37 In 1549 Henry Samborne’s farm stock 

included wheat, seed-corn, sheep, and bullocks,38 while later 16th- and 17th-century 

inventories suggest an emphasis on cereals (especially barley), with horses used for 

traction.39 Much barley was apparently malted in domestic malt mills,40 and other crops 

included wheat, rye, maslin, oats, peas, and vetches.41 Cattle, pigs and sheep were kept 

mainly in small numbers, although the largest farmers had sheep flocks of over 100;42 

outbuildings in 1606 included barns, stables, and fodder houses,43 while orchard apples and 

cheeses were stored in lofts, and poultry were also kept.44  

 The intensive farming methods of the large farmers brought both costs and benefits 

to smaller tenants. In the mid 1570s a dispute between the bishop’s lessee Thomas 

Samborne (d. 1584) and other inhabitants centred on common rights, including Samborne’s 

alleged enclosure of the 20-a. Besher’s heath. Samborne claimed this and other land as 

demesne held in severalty, while his opponents alleged that it was common and supplied 

essential safe pasturage for 14 tenants in time of flood.45 Disagreement about other 

enclosures (including in parts of the Marsh and the Moor) followed in the 1620s,46 and 
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 Berks. RO, D/EE/M7; TNA, LR 2/199. 
34

 TNA, LR 2/199, pp. 225–47; Havinden, Oxon. Inventories, 14 presents essentially the same figs. in 
different bands.  
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 Wilts. and Swindon Archives, P5/1622/10 (4 Feb. inventory of John Awsey: profits of copyhold till 
Mich. next, £15).  
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 Pearson, Memorials of Sonning, 202. 
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40
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41

 Ibid. e.g. P5/1596/40 (Leonard Jefferies, 1596); P5/1605/35 (Roger Lithing, 1605). 
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 Ibid. P5/1689/24 (125 at Bishopsland, 1689). 
43

 TNA, LR 2/199, pp. 225–47; e.g. p. 244 (Cork’s). 
44

 e.g. Wilts. and Swindon Archives, P5/1595/5 (Ralph Breach, 1596); P5/1605/35. 
45

 BL, Lansdowne MS 21, no. 69; Pearson, Memorials of Sonning, 161–3, 178–82. 
46

 TNA, E 134/4Chas1/East41; E 178/5002. 
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piecemeal enclosure of fields and pastures continued c.1660,47 though by then apparently 

with less controversy. More positively, large farmers provided much local employment. In 

1676 William Steer’s widow discharged his debts to a wide range of people including 

servants, mowers, a sumpter, butcher, wheelwright, glazier, brazier, and harness maker, two 

shoemakers, and five women for harvest work, as well as to a neighbouring tenant farmer for 

grain.48  

 By the 18th century the township had several large farms, the most substantial 

occupiers in the 1740s being William Billinghurst of Sonning mill, William Hall of Eye farm, 

Robert Binfield of Hampstead, and Mr Hopkins of Bishopsland.49 Billinghurst was a 

freeholder,50 while the others paid rack rents.51 By 1776 Benjamin Claxton held 378 a. 

(including the 341-a. Bishopsland farm) for £200 a year, and William Hall the 149-a. Eye 

farm for £128, their respective rents of c.10s. 6d. and 17s. an acre being broadly typical for 

the south midlands.52 Increasing cereal yields on such farms were reflected in investment in 

infrastructure: the barn at Bishopsland was extended from five bays to nine in 1751, and two 

five-bay barns were built at Hampstead farm later in the century.53 Nonetheless many 

smaller holdings remained,54 comprising a mix of copyhold and freehold land, much of it 

sublet. Fairly typical was a 19-a. freehold in Sonning Eye, leased to a tenant-at-will for £22 a 

year in 1788.55 By then many tenants were overgrazing in the Marsh and other commons,56 

and in 1785 there was litigation over rights of way and crop damage in West field.57 

 Woodland was a valuable resource, with timber mainly reserved by landowners, and 

tenants enjoying the usual rights to wood for building and fencing.58 In reality, a good deal of 

unauthorised felling seems to have gone on, including by Crown officers,59 and the existence 

of common woodland rights was long a hindrance to commercial exploitation. In the mid 16th 

century Bishops Wood was described as a 180-a. common wood,60 and around the same 

time included the 14-a. ‘fellings common’,61 apparently the area then open to tenant cattle. 
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By 1606 the common was as much as 120 a.,62 presumably as a result of extensive felling 

carried out by the Crown in the 1570s.63 Problems caused by grazing were evident in 1589 

when ‘New coppice’ in Bishops Wood was described as 40 a. of thin-set underwood of 10–

12 years’ growth (interspersed with great beeches), and was much damaged by cattle ‘for 

want of good keeping’.64 Common rights were subsequently extinguished, apparently as the 

focus shifted to producing larger timber trees, and in 1762 ‘New coppice’ (today called New 

Copse) was 141 a. in extent.65 In the 1780s–90s the Palmers sold oak and beech timber to 

local farmers and to John Treacher, presumably the Thames Navigation Commission 

surveyor. Wood was sold as whole trees, poles, stakes, bavins, and faggots.66 
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 Ibid. LR 2/199, p. 178. 
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 Ibid. E 178/3067. 
64
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65
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Farming since 1800 

 

In the early 19th century farmland remained divided between a handful of large tenant 

farmers and those with smaller holdings, who included numerous tenants and a few owner-

occupiers.67 The parish’s remaining open fields, common pastures, and common meadows 

were enclosed in 1820 and consolidated into blocks, with a substantial allotment made to the 

poor in part of the former waste in the north.68 By c.1840 the largest farmers were William 

Pottinger (whose 446 a. included Bishopsland and Comp farms), Edward Bullock (the 351-a. 

Hampstead farm), and William Simmons (300 a. including Dunsden Green, Cork’s and 

Lovejoy’s farms).69 Five others occupied between 134 and 188 a., seven 50–98 a., and ten 

10–41 a., the most substantial owner-occupiers being Simmons (259 a.), Thomas Holland of 

Bishopswood farm (160 a.), William Briant (75 a.), and Daniel May of Sonning Mill (54 a.). 

The lord Robert Palmer retained most of the parish’s woodland (272 out of 337 a., including 

the 147-a. New Copse), which he kept in hand. Farmland comprised 1,812 a. of arable 

(under a four-course rotation of turnips, barley or oats, clover, and wheat), and 789 a. of 

grassland, including c.140 a. of former common grazing which had yet to be broken up.70 

 In the later 19th and early 20th centuries mixed farming continued, though with an 

increasing emphasis on dairying which was typical of the region.71 Around 1900 Bishopsland 

farm was c.80 per cent arable, Hampstead farm 70 per cent, and Row Lane 65 per cent,72 

with land nearer the river mainly under grass. By 1914 just over half the farmland was 

permanent pasture, although dairy herds remained fairly modest, and local clays continued 

to produce heavy crops.73 Agricultural difficulties were reflected in falling rents: Bishopsland 

and Hampstead farms (each of them 346 a. in extent) were leased for £350 and £400 a year 

respectively in 1871 and 1874, but by 1900 achieved only £319 (for 364 a.) and £311 (for 

367 a.).74 The main part of Playhatch farm (214 a.), highly productive land held on a two-

year lease, brought £272 11s. a year in 1920, and the 206-a. Dunsden Green farm £243 5s. 

for a similar tenancy.75 Woodland exploitation continued on a modest scale. In 1881 two 

wood-dealers and a sawyer were based at Sonning Common,76 and a little later Old and 
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 OHC, QSD/L/116; Berks. RO, D/EE/E9 (c.1820 terrier of old enclosures); D/EE/E11 (c.1825 terrier). 
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 Berks. RO, D/P 113/26; below, social hist. (welfare). 
69

 TNA, tithe award and map. 
70

 Ibid.; TNA, IR 18/7688. 
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 e.g. TNA, MAF 68/53 (1866); MAF 68/996 (1885); MAF 68/1623 (1896); Sale Cat., Caversham 
Park, Oxon. (1920): copy in OHC. 
72

 Berks. RO, D/EX743/6. 
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 Orr, Oxon. Agric., 11, statistical plates; Sale Cat., Caversham Park, Oxon. (1920): copy in OHC. 
74

 Berks. RO, D/EE/E32/11 and 13; D/EX743/6. 
75

 Sale Cat., Caversham Park, Oxon. (1920): copy in OHC. 
76

 TNA, RG 11/1489 (1881). 
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New Copse were felled in ‘strips’ in a seven-year cycle to produce timber, fuel wood, and 

tent pegs.77 From 1936 the Phillimores made charcoal in kilns at Comp Wood.78 

 In the early 1940s the larger holdings were mainly well run, amongst them 

Hampstead farm (347 a.), Row Lane farm (257 a.), Dunsden green farm (213 a.), and 

Playhatch farm (211 a.),79 while at Bishopsland farm (351 a.) the new tenant had improved 

on the ‘dilatory methods’ of his predecessors (the Ford brothers).80 Smaller farms were in a 

more mixed state, some of them run by spare time farmers with a lack of experience or 

capital. Within pastoral farming, dairying predominated, although a flock of 157 sheep was 

kept at Hampstead farm. Several tenant farmers remained for long periods, notably Leonard 

Maidment of Hampstead farm (1933–80),81 and Reginald May of Bishopsland and Cork’s 

(1941–90).82 

 During the second half of the 20th century tenant farms were gradually taken in hand 

by the Phillimore family of Shiplake. First came Dunsden Green, Row Lane and Frizers 

farms, followed in 1980 by Hampstead farm, and ten years later by Bishopsland and Cork’s 

(500 a. together).83 Col. Robert Phillimore managed the estate’s agricultural activity himself 

until his death in 1984, developing a herd of Jersey cows, expanding the arable, and making 

a large investment in farm buildings. By the early 21st century the estate ran around 1,000 

hectares (c.2,470 a.) of arable land in Eye and Dunsden and Shiplake from Dunsden Green 

farm, producing cereals, oilseed rape, beans, and forage maize.84 Good yields were 

generally achieved despite drought-prone soils and periodic flooding.85 Woodland was 

increasingly managed for nature conservation and recreation, the c.34-a. Old Copse being 

purchased by the Woodland Trust in 1995.86 

 

Mill, Fisheries, Crafts, Quarrying, and Retailing 

 

The former Sonning mill (on a backwater of the Thames near Sonning Eye village) probably 

occupies the site of one of two mills recorded on Sonning manor in 1086.87 It continued as 

part of Sonning manor beyond the Middle Ages,88 its profitability reflected in the substantial 
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 Ford, Description of Binfield Heath, 38. 
78

 Richens, ‘The Village that Never Was’, 15–16. 
79

 TNA, MAF 32/912/128. 
80

 Ibid. MAF 32/917/141. 
81

 Gibson, ‘Hampstead Farm’; Henley Standard, 3 Jan. 1986 (obituary). 
82

 Gibson, ‘Bishopslands Farm’ and ‘Bishopsland Farmhouse’.  
83

 Para. based on Law, Eye & Dunsden, 117–19; C. Bland, Dunsden and Binfield Heath: A Profile 
(1990), 1; TNA, MAF 68/4693; MAF 68/5545. 
84

 Farmers Weekly 157:13 (30 March 2012), 70. 
85

 Ibid. 162:23 (2 Jan. 2015), 42. 
86

 ‘Old Copse Management Plan 2019–24’, available online. 
87

 Williams and Martin, Domesday Book, p. 141; Pearson, Memorials of Sonning, 100. 
88

 e.g. TNA, E 179/161/8 (Gilb. Molendinar’, 1316); Berks. RO, D/EE/P1 (1763).  
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late 18th- and early 19th-century Mill House89 built on a grand scale shortly after the mill was 

acquired by an owner-occupier.90 By the early 18th century grain was brought from Reading 

and Henley,91 and the mill itself was rebuilt in 1797, extension and modernization in 1894 

including the addition of larger water wheels and an auxiliary steam engine.92 The business 

continued to flourish under the Witherington family (1852–1912), who imported wheat from 

London by barge, and whose clients included Huntley and Palmer’s Reading biscuit 

factory.93 In 1913 the mill was producing 36,000 sacks of flour a year, its markets including 

Reading, Caversham, Henley, Ascot, Maidenhead, Bracknell, and Wokingham.94 In the 

1950s (when the mill was owned by the Phillimore family) clients included local bakers and 

farmers wanting corn crushed for animal feed;95 corn-milling ceased in 1969, however, due 

partly to increased competition from port mills such as Tilbury’s in Essex, and in 1977–82 the 

building was converted to a dinner theatre, which in 2012 additionally became a wedding 

venue.96 In 2005 a turbine was installed to produce electricity.97 

 

                                                           
89

 Above, landscape etc. (built character). 
90

 Above, farms and farming c.1530–1800; TNA, tithe award and map (Dan. May).  
91

 Thacker, The Thames Highway, II, 244. 
92

 Berks. RO, D/EX1025/1; Law, Eye & Dunsden, 8, 27–8; NHLE, no. 1180977.  
93

 Law, Eye & Dunsden, 27, 101–2.  
94

 Sale Cat., The Sonning Mills Property (1913): copy in Berks. RO. 
95

 J. Baldwin et al. (eds.), Village Voices: Memories of Sonning and Sonning Eye, 131. 
96

 Law, Eye & Dunsden, 135; G. Nutbrown (ed.), A Thames Parish Magazine. The History of The 
Parish Magazine serving Sonning and sometime Woodley, Charvil, Dunsden, Early, 3 vols (2015–16), 
II, 180, 182, 187, 190, 272; local information. 
97

 Baldwin, Village Voices, 128. 

Sonning Mill 
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 Fishing was carried out from an early date: a boat was mentioned in 1545 and fish 

weirs in 1603, while fishermen are recorded from the 17th century.98 A basket maker 

resident by 1772 presumably used locally produced willow rods,99 and by the 19th century 

withy beds were exploited intensively, partly by seasonal workers, of whom many were 

women.100 In 1851 a farmer-cum-rod merchant and a rod dealer employed several full-time 

labourers,101 and in 1877 all four of the county’s willow dealers were based in the parish, 

three of them in Sonning Eye.102 The trade declined in the earlier 20th century. 

Brick and tile making was also established from the 16th century, probably then (as 

later) exploiting Reading Beds notably around Comp Farm (near Binfield heath).103 A tile bed 

was mentioned from c.1550, and bricks and tiles were apparently being produced in 1675 

and 1762,104 while a small brick and tile works was established at Comp Farm by 1841 and 

continued until the 1880s, employing 6 men.105 Kilns and a claypit there were mapped in 

1879, the adjacent Comp wood perhaps providing fuel.106 A small chalk quarry at Playhatch 

was opened by the 1870s and substantially enlarged in the 20th century, continuing in 2019 

as an aggregates recycling centre providing sand, crushed concrete, and shingle.107 

Commercial gravel extraction on the floodplain south-west of Sonning Eye started in the 

1930s and expanded considerably from the 1950s, leaving an area of some 300 a. between 

the Thames and the Sonning road flooded.108 An easterly extension began in 2018.109 

 Other crafts were mainly of a common rural type. A smith was mentioned in 1302,110 

and 17th-century craft occupations included shoemaking (at Binfield Heath), weaving, wool-

winding, carpentry and wheelwrighting, malting, and tailoring.111 In 1759 a cottage at 

Sonning Common was occupied by a wheelwright, and those at Dunsden Green included a 

weaver’s shop and smithy,112 while by the 19th century there were several blacksmiths.113 In 
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the later 18th century usually around seven victuallers were licensed,114 and in 1852 there 

were four pubs and five beer shops scattered around the hamlets.115 In the 1870s The 

French Horn, by the river, was extended to become a hotel, with almost 40 beds, a bowling 

green, and a tennis court.116  

 

 The later 19th century saw a modest growth in small-scale craft production and 

retailing, some of it at Dunsden Green and Binfield Heath,117 but until c.1900 Sonning and 

Reading nevertheless supplied all but the most basic requirements.118 Provision increased 

thereafter, especially at Sonning Common where businesses in the 1930s included a 

butcher, two grocers, a newsagent, several stores, a draper, a shoe shop, a dentist’s, two 

hairdressers, two garages, and two bicycle dealers.119 Later additions there included a 

launderette, chemist’s shop, veterinary surgery, estate agent, and bank (which closed in 

2014).120   
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 In 2018 the parish retained several pubs as well as The French Horn hotel, and at 

Sonning Common a wide range of shops and other businesses (many on Wood Lane) 

including take-away restaurants, a small supermarket, butcher, hardware shop, pet shop, 

hair dressers, petrol station, florist, dental practice, and plant nursery.121 At Playhatch there 

was a large garden centre and adjacent builders’ merchant.122 Other businesses included a 

micro-brewery (Loddon Brewery) established at Dunsden Green Farm in 2003, with a 

brewery shop added ten years later.123 
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